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Introduc1on 
 
"Dear Maria, 

I am a journalist employed in your organiza;on. Currently, drought and heat are escala;ng worldwide. In 
every aspect, everything that is happening is ominous." 

That was the beginning of an email to DR's Director-General, Maria Rørbye Rønn, in early June. The sender 
of the email is journalist Iben Maria Zeuthen, who urges DR to take the lead. To clear all surfaces and focus 
on the climate crisis that all ci;zens on the planet are experiencing to a greater or lesser extent. 

Subsequently, several emails have reached the Director-General from employees at DR, suppor;ng the call 
“#clearthefrontpage - The climate crisis is the biggest problem we face, yet we fail to talk about it”, which 
ac;ve stakeholders within the agenda are now trying to push beyond Danish borders, including through 
social media. 

Iben Maria Zeuthen highlights a crucial ques;on: what role can media organiza;ons worldwide play in the 
escala;ng climate change, where the temperature is currently rising to a level out of the ordinary? 

”We are hurtling towards disaster, eyes wide open with far too many willing it all on wishful thinking and 
proven technologies and silver bullets solu;ons. It is ;me to wake up and step up,” UN Secretary-General 
António Guterres recently warned. 

 

Source: Copernicus ECMWF 
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Despite the developments and numerous warnings from scien;sts, experts, ac;vists, governments, and 
other stakeholders, the climate crisis s;ll seems incomprehensible to many. Or at least, it is difficult or 
frightening to understand to such an extent that the necessary ac;on and behavioral change are lacking. 

So, what is the media's responsibility in covering climate change? Should we, to a much greater extent, 
u;lize other tools in the journalis;c toolbox, such as highligh;ng solu;ons, providing nuanced narra;ves 
about the world, and engaging the audience? And how do voices in Danish business perceive the current 
coverage? These have been the focal points of my project as a fellow at the Construc;ve Ins;tute. 

Why did I apply to become a fellow? As a child, I oden "wandered around," as my mother called it. I would 
roam around our garden without a specific purpose, gefng lost in the grass in search of a four-leaf clover 
or exploring the kitchen garden for sprou;ng plants. 

In many ways, my childhood self-embodied the visions of the French philosopher Michel Serres, whose 
work was part of the curriculum in the course "The Long Term: A Sociological Perspec;ve on the Climate 
Crisis" at Aarhus University.  

In the early 90s, Serres published "The Natural Contract," where he was one of the first sociologists to 
address climate change and the transforma;ons caused by industrializa;on, greenhouse gas emissions, 
consump;on, and globaliza;on. 

He argued that humans need to rebuild their connec;ons with nature, connec;ons that have been 
forgojen by the elite: administrators, researchers, journalists—those who work indoors at a ;me when "we 
are physically touching the Earth globally for the first ;me, and tragically, we seem to ignore its response," 
as Serres wrote in "The Natural Contract," where he proposed an expansion of the social contract 
formulated by Jean-Jacques Rousseau in 1762.1 

According to Serres, our way of rela;ng to nature has become our biggest problem. Thus, we must 
approach it differently and see it as a source of life rather than an object to be exploited for our own 
products and lifestyles. 

Serres shared his observa;ons 30 years ago. Yet, it is only now that nature has truly become part of the 
public discourse. The loss of nature and species, along with the enormous challenges it poses to our planet, 
are star;ng to resonate with business leaders and poli;cians. In December (2022), 196 countries agreed on 
a deal called the Paris Agreement for Biodiversity, which aims to protect nature to a much greater extent 
than today. 

While I used nature as something to lose myself in as a child, the pace of society has only accelerated, and 
the ;me for daydreaming is long gone. The pace is fast both in workplaces and in Danish homes. We must 
make the most of our ;me, preferably by engaging in ac;vi;es that create value or promote learning. 

This puts everyone under a certain amount of pressure. Some of it comes from society itself, and some from 
our own expecta;ons regarding everything we need to accomplish at work and in our personal lives. 

The same pressure is moun;ng on the media industry and journalism, where the development of social 
media and new media habits, especially among younger demographics, has necessitated a new business 
model. Adver;sing revenue is declining, as is the number of users. 

 
1 “The Natural Contract” by Michel Serres, 1993 
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At the moment, ar;ficial intelligence, ChatGPT, and other language models dominate the discourse. 
Developments in this area are explosive and raise concerns among poli;cians and even within the AI 
industry itself. 

Addi;onally, there is internal pressure within the media industry: the race to be first, to get the most clicks, 
and to have the most angles on today's most urgent issues. The pace seems to be increasing, while 
journalists yearn for more ;me to thoroughly inves;gate their respec;ve areas. 

I love my work as a journalist. Gaining access to various environments and companies and uncovering issues 
holds great meaning for me. Since gradua;ng as a journalist in 2012, most of my professional life has 
revolved around news journalism, which has naturally been characterized by delivering quickly, extensively, 
and on a daily basis. 

It has been enjoyable and enriching to provide prompt coverage, whether it's about Maersk's significant 
investment in new ships or Danish Crown being accused of oversta;ng their efforts in the field of climate 
change. 

The pace of journalism has also fueled my desire for immersion and more ;me to absorb knowledge about 
my current field as a journalist at Børsen Bæredyg;g, covering the green transi;on in the business sector.  

Sustainability and the green transforma;on are already characterized by great complexity, where agendas 
such as circular economy, recycling, expansion of green energy, loss of nature, and repor;ng on ESG 
intertwine and place significant demands on the journalist's understanding and, most importantly, ability to 
communicate development, knowledge, and perspec;ves in a way that allows readers to understand what 
is truly happening in the field - and what is at stake for all of us in a climate and nature crisis that does not 
slow down on its own. 

But ;me to thoroughly read a report or a scien;fic study about a subject is rare in today's news tempo. That 
is why I applied to become a fellow at The Construc;ve Ins;tute in Aarhus, hoping for some breathing space 
to reflect on journalism, gain new perspec;ves on our profession, and have ;me to read in-depth instead of 
just skimming reports and flipping through to recommenda;ons and conclusions. 

Over the past 10 months, every week, I have met with researchers, poli;cians, media professionals from 
both Denmark and abroad. Together with my fellow fellows, I have gained access to voices that have 
candidly shared their views on the world, shared concerns, or interes;ng findings from their research. I 
have gained insight into troubling trends in media consump;on worldwide, into the considera;ons of tech 
giants like Google and Facebook regarding future collabora;ons with the media, how laboratory animals in 
a basement under Aarhus University can pave the way for a new treatment, how being conflict-averse can 
lead to even more conflict, how human nature is ini;ally inclined towards nega;ve bias. 

And the list goes on. It has been 10 months filled with knowledge and insights into areas I have not 
previously engaged with or have only superficially touched upon during my many years in the Danish 
educa;on system. 

It has been a year of reflec;on on my own role as a journalist and how I can do things differently when I 
return to my newsroom. 
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Every reporter should know about climate 
 
Journalism has been the filter through which popula;ons around the world have formed their 
understanding and opinions for decades. One of journalism's most important tasks is to describe the state 
of the world in a nuanced, objec;ve, and understandable way, so that our readers, listeners, and viewers, 
regardless of their educa;onal or socio-economic background can understand various subjects and issues. 

But it also requires that our profession allows ;me to become more knowledgeable, to find perspec;ve or 
the surprising expert source instead of always relying on the usual voices. 

In my view, the transi;on of the business 
sector is one of the crucial pieces in the 
coverage of the changes taking place 
worldwide. In several areas, some 
companies are ahead of lawmakers, while, 
of course, there is also a need for regulatory 
frameworks to ensure con;nued 
development. 

When Børsen launched the Sustainable supplement back in the autumn of 2020, it was based on the 
fundamental idea of providing inspira;on to Danish businesses by asking about specific developments and 
focusing on the "how" rather than the "why." This was done with the inten;on that media also have a 
responsibility in this enormous transi;on. 

"We saw a tremendous need to make the public conversa;on about green transi;on much more concrete. 
And much more focused on businesses. Those who act on a daily basis more than they talk. However, they 
determine whether the goals set by poli;cians and the engagement of ci;zens can be achieved in prac;ce. 
(...) We want to spread awareness of new solu;ons while opening up the debate about all the factors that 
hinder progress. About dilemmas and significant obstacles. Economically, legisla;vely, commercially, in 
terms of management and technology," as Bjarne Corydon, Editor-in-Chief of Børsen, wrote in early May 
2023 in connec;on with the publica;on of Børsen Sustainable Cases, highligh;ng 50 projects on green 
transi;on in the business sector. 

Many Danish companies are aware that they need to change their prac;ces when it comes to produc;on, 
design, resource usage, and more. Some are well underway and far along, while others, especially smaller 
companies, s;ll struggle to find their foo;ng in the transi;on that will only accelerate in the coming years. 

Today, this transi;on is considered business-cri;cal at the execu;ve level, making it a strategic priority 
rather than being driven solely by one or two dedicated employees ajemp;ng waste sor;ng or small 
ini;a;ves in corners of the company. 

During my ;me at the ins;tute, I wanted to inves;gate how the business community itself perceives the 
coverage of their work on climate and the environment. 

In construc;ve journalism, one aspect involves listening to users and finding out what they feel is missing in 
media coverage. Their knowledge and ques;ons are used to tailor journalism, ensuring it captures the 
interest of the public or the target audience of a specific media outlet. 

To sharpen the coverage of the green transi;on and climate in Danish business, I wanted to gain a bejer 
understanding of what companies feel is lacking, what, from their perspec;ve, is working well, and how the 

“We saw a tremendous need to make the public 
conversa;on about green transi;on much more concrete.” 
- Bjarne Corydon, Editor in Chief, Børsen 
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media can improve their understanding, descrip;on, inves;ga;on, and ability to provide insights regarding 
one of the most important stories in decades to come. 

In my project at the Construc;ve Ins;tute, I conducted 17 qualita;ve interviews with companies and 
experts in the field of green transi;on regarding their views on the development of media coverage on 
climate and the environment. Addi;onally, I explored how they assess the poten;al impact of the 
construc;ve approach. Some chose to be iden;fied, while others preferred to remain anonymous.  

Furthermore, I included media outlets in the Nordic countries and the United Kingdom to seek inspira;on 
for new approaches and learn from their experiences in changing climate coverage in recent years. In 
addi;on to the interviews, a wide range of wrijen materials were analyzed. 

The coverage of climate change and global warming has fluctuated over many years, but in the last eight 
years, it has been growing and has become, overall, more accurate.  

According to data collected from 59 countries worldwide by the Media and Climate Change Observatory 
(MeCCO), the coverage of climate science has increased from around 47,000 ar;cles in 2016-17 to 
approximately 87,000 in 2020-21, as reported by the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC). At the same ;me, research conducted by MeCCO has shown that the language used in media 
coverage of climate change is also changing. Data from MeCCO and the language learning plauorm Babbel, 
spanning from 2006 to 2021, reveal that more intense words and phrases are being used in news ar;cles to 
describe the changing climate.  

Terms such as "climate catastrophe" and "climate emergency" have replaced the previously used 
terminology, instead of "climate change".  The Guardian ac;vely chose to adopt this language in 2019, 
making it one of the first media outlets to do so. 

Between 2020 and 2021 alone, the use of "climate catastrophe" in U.S. news outlets increased by half, 
while in the UK, its usage tripled. 

In October 2022 IPCC for the first ;me highlighted the role of the media in covering climate change and 
shaping public discourse on the topic.2 In their report, "Climate Change 2022 Mi;ga;on of Climate Change," 
the panel stated: 

"Media can be a useful conduit to build public support and accelerate mi;ga;on ac;on, but it can also be 
u;lized to impede decarboniza;on efforts." 

The scien;sts emphasized that increased coverage does not necessarily equate to more accurate repor;ng 
on climate change mi;ga;on, as it can also contribute to misinforma;on when reporters present both sides 
of an issue without considering the scien;fic consensus “This occurs despite increasing consensus among 
journalists regarding the basic scien;fic understanding of climate change.” 

 
2 h"ps://news.un.org/en/story/2022/10/1129162 
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Data collected by MeCCO, who monitor 130 media sources (newspapers, radio, TV) from 59 countries in seven different regions of 
the world. MeCCO is a collaboraKon between 10 universiKes from Europe, USA, Australia, and Japan. 

Throughout my project, I have gained a much deeper understanding of the role climate journalism can play 
in the future. Climate change is at the center of every important story, regardless of your field. 

It affects where we live and what food we can enjoy. It determines where the world's best athletes can 
compete, assuming their sport is s;ll viable on a wejer, warmer planet. Climate change is a massive, 
systemic issue, but it's oden perceived as boring or overly complicated to read about. 

How do we change this? How do we make climate coverage a more prominent part of the media, especially 
when readership and listener numbers are already declining?  

As Wolfgang Blau, Co-Founder of the Oxford Climate Journalism Network and Managing Partner at the 
advisory firm Brunswick, aptly puts it: "Everyone should be a climate reporter. And if you are not a climate 
reporter right now, you will be." 

He emphasizes that the climate crisis transcends being merely a beat or a topic; it poses urgent ques;ons 
that impact all sectors of society. Based on this understanding, journalis;c coverage of climate change 
should involve all teams within a newsroom, including culture, finance, real estate, lifestyle, fashion, health, 
and sports journalists. Blau ar;culated this perspec;ve in an ar;cle he wrote in 2021.3 

By integra;ng climate repor;ng across various journalis;c domains, we can create a more comprehensive 
and engaging narra;ve that resonates with diverse audiences. This approach recognizes the 
interconnectedness of climate change with other aspects of society and encourages broader par;cipa;on in 
climate journalism. 

Audience is leaving tradi1onal news 
 
The media is confron;ng significant challenges as people are turning away from the news. According to The 
Digital News Report 2023 from Reuters Ins;tute, 36 percent state that they occasionally avoid all news 
sources, while others are ajemp;ng to restrict their news consump;on during specific ;mes or from 
certain news outlets.  

 
3 “If you’re not a climate reporter yet, you will be: Covid-19 coverage offers lessons for reporGng on the climate crisis” by Wolfgang Blau, 
h"ps://www.niemanlab.org/author/wblau/ 
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They claim that it is too depressing. They feel a lack of empowerment, and it impacts their mood. The 
survey reveals that news avoiders perceive a lack of agency in the news. Reuters states that news avoiders 
are more inclined to express interest in posi;ve or solu;ons-based journalism and show less interest in the 
major stories of the day. 

 

Source: The Digital News Report 2023, Reuters InsAtute, University of Oxford. 

According to the survey, 39% of news avoiders avoid news about the war in Ukraine, 38% na;onal poli;cs, 
31% issues around social jus;ce, 30% news about crime, and 28% celebrity news.  

In the case of the United States, 30% avoid news about climate change and the environment. 

A study conducted in 2022 by the Reuters Ins;tute for the Study of Journalism revealed that climate 
coverage is suffering from a similar audience apathy or "climate fa;gue." Audiences struggle to process 
informa;on about the significant changes in climate, such as wildfires, floods, people losing their homes, 
and distant climate goals set for 30 years from now. 4 

The study, based on online surveys in eight countries, showed that people avoid news about climate change 
for the same reasons they are turning away from regular news. However, those who do consume news 
about climate change are more likely to find it empowering in some way and feel prompted to seek more 
informa;on. They are also less likely to feel confused or encounter conflic;ng views regarding climate news, 
as indicated by the study. 

According to the Reuters Ins1tute, there are several approaches to addressing news avoidance: 

1. Hope: Demonstra;ng that solu;ons are possible. 
2. Sense of agency: Encouraging individuals to act. 
3. Dignity: Trea;ng people as valuable and listening to their perspec;ves. 

 
4 ”How We Follow Climate Change: Climate News Use and APtude in Eight Countries”, Reuters InsGtute for the Study of Journalism, University of 
Oxford, December 2022. 
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Respondents in the Digital News Report 2023 themselves pointed out poten;al solu;ons to the issue. 62% 
of news avoiders iden;fied the following: 

 

Source:  The Digital News Report 2023, Reuters InsAtute, University of Oxford. 

While more people are turning away from the news or choosing to avoid it at ;mes, polariza;on among 
popula;ons worldwide is increasing. The division in the United States is oden highlighted in this context, 
where Donald Trump, during his presidency, fueled the growing distrust with his ajacks on facts. This 
distrust erupted into flames with the storming of the U.S. Congress in early 2021. 

The latest report from American consul;ng firm Edelman, which has been measuring public trust in 
governments, businesses, media, and NGOs since 2000, refers to a year of naviga;ng a polarized world in its 
newest barometer from March 2023. 

”A shared media environment has given way to echo chambers, making it harder to collabora;vely solve 
problems. Media is not trusted, with especially low trust in social media.” 

 

Source: 2023 Edelman Trust Barometer 

So where does that leave the media in terms of responsibility? 
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The construc1ve norms  
 
The Construc;ve Ins;tute in Aarhus, Denmark, founded by Ulrik Haagerup, points to the need of more 
nuances and solu;on-based journalism to create balance in the picture of the world that the media 
presents.  

Cri;cal journalism is very much needed, but when you have documented a problem, you also need to 
present solu;ons to ensure that the audience isn’t led with the feeling of nega;vity or pure depression. 

According to The Construc;ve Ins;tute, there is a need to rethink journalism. It is necessary to present a 
more accurate picture of the world and not solely focus on the numerous challenges and stop there. 

This approach oden leaves the audience feeling helpless, leading some to disengage from the media and 
seek channels or individuals who speak a different language or perhaps only confirm a narrow worldview. In 
the worst cases, this contributes to the growing polariza;on, especially if the trend of echo chambers 
con;nues. 

Construc;ve journalism, as suggested by the ins;tute, can help counteract this trend. It is not a rejec;on of 
tradi;onal journalis;c values such as the inves;ga;ve and cri;cal approach but rather an addi;on to them.  

When there is a well-documented problem, journalism should also highlight possible solu;ons and provide 
nuanced perspec;ves on the issue. Who has faced a similar problem? What did they do to address it? Can 
we learn from their solu;ons? 

 

 

Source: The ConstrucAve InsAtute  
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At the green think tank Concito, the construc;ve approach resonates with Anne Olhoff, an interna;onal 
senior advisor with a Ph.D. in environmental and development economics and over 20 years of experience 
in climate and sustainability.  

She leads the work on developing the annual report for the United Na;ons Environment Programme on 
climate, the Emissions Gap Report, which, in short, analyzes the gap between the reduc;ons that countries 
have promised and what is needed to achieve the goals of the Paris Agreement of keeping the temperature 
rise well below two degrees and preferably at 1.5 degrees. 

"The construc;ve approach aligns well with the discussions we have internally and with people from the 
media. It is extremely important to strike a balance between delivering a message that is quite bleak and 
not leaving it at that darkness. What should people do with that informa;on? It leads to giving up, 
becoming demo;vated or disillusioned, and some people become depressed. If you don't provide an 
opportunity to act, you contribute to something nega;ve.” 

To make construc;ve journalism more tangible, The Construc;ve Ins;tute has developed three pillars:  

 

The ”house” of construcAve journalism from The ConstrucAve InsAtute. 

Climate coverage seen from the business sector 
 
In recent years, there has been a significant development in the coverage of climate change.  

According to sources in the business sector, interest has been absent for many years. Even ader the UN 
summit in the Brazilian metropolis of Rio de Janeiro, known as the Earth Summit, which laid the founda;on 
for the work taking place around the globe today. It was at this summit that sustainability was first 
highlighted in a global perspec;ve with the Brundtland Report, named ader its chairperson, Norwegian 
poli;cian Gro Harlem Brundtland. 
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Today, several companies refer to the defini;on in the Brundtland Report when it comes to sustainability: 
"Mee;ng the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future genera;ons to meet their 
own needs." 

Another anchoring point is found in the UN's Sustainable Development Goals, launched in 2015, which 
many companies ac;vely incorporate into their efforts to transi;on to a more responsible business across 
several of these goals, covering areas such as poverty, health and well-being, gender equality, climate 
ac;on, energy, and life below water. 

Lise Kingo has worked with sustainability and transforma;on for decades and is recognized for connec;ng 
an agenda that was unfamiliar to many to a vital part of the strategy and business at Novo Nordisk. As the 
CEO of the UN's largest sustainability ini;a;ve for businesses, the UN Global Compact, she has done the 
same for several thousand companies globally. 

Today, she oversees the work on ESG (environment, social, and governance) as one of the most prominent 
professional board members in Denmark, holding posi;ons in interna;onal billion-dollar companies such as 
Danone, Sanofi, Aker Horizons, and the chemicals major Covestro. 

Lise Kingo refers to Mahatma Gandhi's defini;on of change to characterize the media's view or handling of 
sustainability over the years. In a somewhat simplified version, the poli;cian and advocate for the Indian 
independence movement pointed to a curve of change that begins with lack of understanding, followed by 
ridicule, anger, and ul;mately acceptance. 

According to Lise Kingo, the agenda has shided from being "almost ignored" since the Rio Summit in 1992 
to a shid in 2015, when the UN's Sustainable Development Goals and the Paris Agreement on climate with 
specific objec;ves to reduce global temperature rise by 2050 came into play. 

"Responsible business was accepted as a strategic business priority. At that ;me, all planets aligned, both 
for the financial sector and the business sector, where the goals were truly integrated into business 
strategy," she says. 

Several sources for this report point out that the coverage of climate and green transi;on has become a 
consistent part of the general media landscape, given higher priority and not just led to niche media or 
newspapers like Informa;on, which have covered the subject extensively for many years.  

"Lately, it's less alarmist. There was a period when it was all about polar bears. The whole phase focused on 
gefng people to understand," says one source from one of Denmark's largest companies, emphasizing the 
need to now unfold that understanding when it comes to the loss of nature and biodiversity.  

In general, the impression is that journalists have become more knowledgeable about climate topics, where 
previously it may have been necessary for companies to have an ini;al conversa;on with journalists to 
ensure a certain level of knowledge prior to an interview.  

"I think the media has become more cri;cal, and sustainability has also become much more nuanced," says 
Thomas Piper, CEO of brick manufacturer Randers Tegl.  

Helene Hagel, Climate and Environmental Policy Leader at Greenpeace, assessed climate coverage since the 
last elec;on and concluded in a column in Poli;ken in the autumn of 2022 that journalists' understanding 
and therefore their ability to ask cri;cal ques;ons to have significantly improved.  
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However, she issues a plea to the editorial boards who "both set the climate tone on the editorial page and 
determine the direc;on of coverage."  

"They must, together with their journalists, take on the task of facilita;ng a necessary public climate 
conversa;on that paves the way for the necessary transi;on. The media must ac;vely engage in the fight to 
rethink the structures of our society," she wrote.5 

Lise Kingo, along with other sources, yearns for a more courageous press that orients itself towards the 
future and is capable of "explaining the context in a way that helps people understand what makes sense to 
do." 

Explain again, again and again  
 
Communica;on is undoubtedly a significant part of the jus;fica;on for journalism. Can we, as journalists, 
succeed in explaining and interpre;ng issues, problems, and nuances in a way that people without in-depth 
knowledge of a subject can understand the essence?  

Climate change and the green transi;on are complex areas to comprehend, and if we, as journalists, fail to 
convey our stories, they won't have the impact or significance that all media outlets desire for their stories.  

These stories likely play a crucial role in transi;oning our society towards a greener direc;on and mi;ga;ng 
the climate and nature crisis. 

"I believe there is much more nuance in the coverage now than before. But I also think it's important that 
the professional aspects are given space. That it doesn't become too shrill but focuses on helping everyone 
understand what it's actually about," says Hanne Søndergaard, Execu;ve Vice President, Agriculture, 
Sustainability & Communica;ons at Arla. 

A massive global transi;on is underway, with companies being required to address their impact on the 
planet. For the last two or three years, the focus has been on climate change and the massive amounts of 
greenhouse gases that industries have emijed into the atmosphere through produc;on, transporta;on, 
and the use of fossil fuels.  

In-depth analyses of emissions are conducted, goals are set, and efforts are made to illustrate the path 
towards reduced CO2 and other greenhouse gas pollu;on, and even ambi;ons for businesses that do not 
emit any climate-harming gases. 

This is achieved, among other ways, through the renowned global ini;a;ve Science Based Targets (SBTi), 
founded by the UN Global Compact, the Bri;sh nonprofit organiza;on CDP, the World Resources Ins;tute, 
and WWF, with a vision to establish a scien;fic founda;on for private companies' climate strategies.  

In a few years, the ini;a;ve has experienced a significant increase in the number of companies applying to 
have their goals approved. Currently, 164 Danish companies have either received approval for their plans or 
launched a process to achieve specific targets.  

This includes major companies such as Ørsted, FLSmidth, A.P. Møller-Mærsk, and Nilfisk, as well as smaller 
companies like Elektro-Isola and Kiso, a Køge-based producer of butyl rubber sealants for various markets. 

 
5 “Er klimadækningen blevet bedre siden sidste valg”, PoliGken, 2022 
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From a journalis;c perspec;ve, the coverage of whether companies can live up to their plans and strategies 
is crucial. This is also the comment from the companies working with SBTi, which is a very difficult task. It is 
a challenge in the work with Science Based Targets to convey this to a broader audience, explains one of 
Denmark's largest companies, which wishes to remain anonymous.  

Here, climate journalists have a great responsibility to communicate this development and describe 
sustainability work correctly. Many readers are not deeply familiar with the more technical jargon 
surrounding the green transi;on, such as CO2 emissions, scope 1, 2, and 3, CO2 budget, and many other 
terms that find their way into the columns. 

"For those who understand, it's very precise to say SBTi 1, 2, and 3. But gefng it accurately translated is 
crucial," they state. 

"All companies throw around goals for some year with a certain percentage. They do it in a way that suits 
them best, making them all sound incredibly green. But when you scru;nize them, it's rela;ve to a 
par;cular year or with excep;ons, so they communicate only scope 1. Now that there is a 'golden standard,' 
the media must explain it, use it, and hold some of the companies that don't use it accountable." 

Many are calling for the green transi;on to be more tangible in media coverage, especially when companies 
present strategies, new ini;a;ves, or other developments. What is the actual ra;onale behind this?  

According to sources, it is oden difficult for readers to grasp. One interviewee previously worked in water 
supply, and in his view, it is a simpler narra;ve to convey: "Trees are being planted to protect groundwater."  

He ques;ons whether the green transi;on can 
become as concrete as a glass of water.  

When journalists have been immersed in a 
par;cular field for a long ;me, there is an inherent 
risk that they expect everyone to be familiar with 
the jargon, such as what IPCC stands for and the 
dis;nc;on between 'weather' and 'climate.' However, this is not the case.  

It is therefore crucial that we con;nue to explain the meanings of different terms and concepts and do so in 
the most concrete way possible. Wolfgang Blau, Managing Partner at advisory firm Brunswick and Co-
founder of the Oxford Climate Journalism Network, highlighted this during a lecture in February 2022: 

“As an example of a poten;al blind spot: not a single one of my interview partners men;oned or at least 
raised the ques;on of whether their audience even the necessary basic knowledge of climate change has to 
make sense of the journalism they are producing for them,” he said. 

“Think about how oden you see journalists refer to the ‘the Paris agreement’ or the ‘1.5-degree goal’ or 
‘the IPCC’. How many percent of a news audience know what these words mean? This can get even more of 
an issue when US news media speak of the 1.5-degree goal — in a country that reports temperatures and 
weather up-dates — in Fahrenheit.”6 

 
6 ”Climate Change: Journalism’s Greatest Challenge” by Wolfgang Blau, 2022 

 

“Now that there is a 'golden standard,' the media must 
explain it, use it, and hold some of the companies that 
don't use it accountable.” 
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While competent journalists are needed to cover the agenda, there is no expecta;on for the media to be 
experts in, for example, SBTi and to have an in-depth understanding of the ini;a;ve. Otherwise, the stories 
risk becoming incomprehensible, as pointed out by one individual source.  

"The most important thing is to write in order to achieve popular appeal and raise awareness in climate 
coverage as a whole. Ensuring that it is readable and understandable is key." 

How to fix the normal reac1on 
 
A more concrete and down-to-earth coverage of the climate crisis and the green transi;on might also help 
break down another barrier for the field: gefng the audience to read, understand, and engage with the 
stories to an even greater extent. 

The past year has seen a series of unexpected global crises. Russia's invasion of Ukraine and the ongoing 
war has led to an energy crisis, infla;on and major delays or outright shortages of essen;al goods that 
companies use in their produc;ons. These are issues that need to be addressed now, which has led many 
voices within the climate agenda to fear a setback for the green transi;on and mi;ga;ng the severe 
consequences caused by the climate crisis. 

As humans, we are naturally coded to ignore climate change, says Per Espen Stoknes, a Norwegian clinical 
psychologist with a Ph.D. in economics, who has spent years studying the barriers our brains automa;cally 
construct to avoid hearing about the demise of our planet. 

Among other things, our brains are designed to ignore abstract challenges that are further in the future. The 
climate is changing rapidly these years, but for us Danes, the worst thing so far is a warmer summer without 
rain, to put it bluntly.  

Even though we are informed of a food crisis in the Horn of Africa due to three years without a drop of rain, 
see images of extreme flooding in Pakistan and millions of people without a home, and even though we 
read headlines warning of just a few years to change our behavior, the climate crisis is s;ll a disaster that is 
happening in the "background" or seems too unmanageable to act on. 

To solve the distance the climate crisis must feel local, says Per Espen Stoknes. What does rising 
temperatures mean in a very local sefng? The simplest psychological defense mechanism is displacement, 
which oden will happen in terms of doom and stories about destruc;on and poten;ally death. A part of the 
solu;on is to show opportuni;es and hope and remembering the nuances. 

Insights from corona 
 
During my fellowship, I followed the course: "Poli;cal Psychology of Crises" with Michael Bang Petersen, a 
prominent professor of Poli;cal Science at Aarhus University, who studied the behavior among ci;zens 
during the pandemic with high amounts of data.  

The course provided insight into collec;ve ac;on problems, which both characterized the corona pandemic 
and is also one of the major challenges of the climate crisis.  

Humans can change their behavior quickly during a crisis, which became evident with the pandemic and the 
subsequent crises with the war in Ukraine and the shid away from dependence on gas and the subsequent 
energy crisis. 
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When the corona pandemic spread across the world during 2020, the ac;on from leaders, authori;es and 
ci;zens came within days. An even bigger response is needed in the climate crisis. So, can we learn anything 
from the pandemic in terms of handling the changing climate? 

Some takeaways from the pandemic: 

• People need to feel empowered/agency to change behavior. It is not fear or worrying that does the 
trick, according to Bang's research. Inform them about their ability to act and what exactly they can 
do. 

• The climate crisis is different from the pandemic. It is a social dilemma. During corona we as 
individuals could change the situa;on with our behavior. By keeping a distance, washing hands etc. 
less restric;ons were needed. In terms of the climate many people don't see any private advantages 
right now because floods, heat waves or lack of food happen in other places in the world.  

• We need to address that if we all do something, it is possible to change the development. 

The use of storytelling 
 
Another twist is to use storytelling. Storytelling is something that brains do naturally and implicitly, says the 
prominent neuroscien;st, Antonio Damasio. 

This knowledge should be used in climate journalism. Climate journalism needs to be founded on an 
accurate understanding of science and empirical reali;es but facts and informa;on alone are not enough. 
As humans we need emo;ons to be able to react to the changing climate, which is difficult for many of us to 
grasp.  

Cogni;on and emo;on are impossible to disentangle. One never happens without the other, says Brandi S. 
Morris, Ph.D., Department of Management, BSS Aarhus University, who studies what causes people to 
change their minds and ac;on in terms of climate change.  

“Climate change isn’t a threat. It’s a series of many threats. Humans are quiet adept at dealing with threats 
when they have certain characteris;cs but unfortunately, climate change lacks most of them. Like an 
iden;fiable enemy. When it comes to climate change, in many ways, the enemy is ourselves.” 

The American psychologist Renee Lertzman deals with climate anxiety and encouraging climate ac;on. She 
has developed Project Inside Out, an online tool and hub that brings together changemakers, ac;vists, and 
clinical psychologists to drive sustainable behavioral change on climate issues. One of her points is how we 
help others to act. 

The hub has developed five guiding principles that might inspire the coverage in media. 

 

Source: Project Inside Out, hOps://projecAnsideout.net/ 
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Maintaining coverage  
 
From Lise Kingo's perspec;ve, business is all about anchoring the transi;on from shareholder capitalism to 
stakeholder capitalism.  

Some call it regenera;ve capitalism, which is a much broader economic model that can handle other types 
of capital such as nature and people. The new capitalism does away with American economist Milton 
Friedman's idea that "the business of business is business", meaning that companies are only in business to 
make money.  

"It's incredibly important in this day and age that boards are really commijed to driving stakeholder 
capitalism. We've had a few years now where it has established itself as the new economic model. But it's 
like any new seedling: it needs help to grow strong. Otherwise, it's back to square one - and then the 
Sisyphean task can start again," says Lise Kingo. 

"I can easily see how easy it is to slip back into 
the same old habits. How easy it is in a board 
context to say, now we have the occupa;on of 
Ukraine, the energy crisis, a completely different 
agenda, and now we don't have ;me for the 
whole new sustainability agenda. Now we have 
to go back to basics." 

However, it is normal for there to be a lot of 
confusion during a transforma;on, emphasizes 
Lise Kingo.  

"When you move from one status to another, and that's the phase the world is in now. That's why it's 
important to keep the goal in mind so you don't fall back to the old status. To Milton Friedman. That's 
where the media plays a hugely important role." 

Another important func;on of the media, according to many, is to maintain awareness of climate change 
and highlight what will happen if we do nothing.  

It is the role of the media to cri;cally uncover whether society is moving in the direc;on that has been set 
by poli;cians. The same goes for business and the many ambi;ons and strategies that companies are 
sefng these years. Ul;mately, however, "it's the job of business to make sure you do something. It's not 
the media's job," a source emphasizes. 

But the press must s;ck to the agenda, even if other crises such as corona, the war in Ukraine or infla;on 
arise, according to Anders Brix, chairman of the board of the ingredients company Palsgaard. 

"It's important that we con;nue to have this media coverage and not just say, 'we've heard enough about 
all the catastrophic ideas and global warming'. You get ;red of hearing about it, but I think it's important 
that the media keep pushing this agenda and say, 'okay, now a huge iceberg the size of France has broken 
off in Antarc;ca'." 

"If we are not reminded of this in the general popula;on, then you can stop and say, why do we have to do 
all these things and make this expensive transi;on? Why should I have a solar panel on my roof or a heat 
pump or drive an electric car when it's a pain in the ass?" 

“If we are not reminded of this in the general popula;on, 
then you can stop and say, why do we have to do all these 
things and make this expensive transi;on? Why should I 
have a solar panel on my roof or a heat pump or drive an 
electric car when it's a pain in the ass?" 
- Anders Palsgaard, Chairman, Palsgaard 
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The impact of media 
 
One summer, one of the largest companies in Denmark got busy when a na;onal media outlet focused on 
the company's ambi;ons to reduce CO2 emissions. According to the sustainability report, emissions had not 
decreased year-on-year. This was correct when looking at the graph.  

But in the accompanying text, it was described that since the previous year, more elements had been added 
to the calcula;on, such as consump;on from internal cars. 

 

Graphic from the company's sustainability report where the graph appeared. 

Calls were made, managers had to explain themselves in a case that, from the company's point of view, was 
not a story, but was based on a lack of understanding of the calcula;on. 

"It's an example of how much the media can influence it. It was a non-story," explains the Head of 
Environment at the company in ques;on. 

"The other example is when the media gets hold of a real story about someone not living up to their 
promises, or a story where someone has actually done something that others can relate to. The media has a 
huge role to play." 

Anne Olhoff from Concito emphasizes the importance of poin;ng forward instead of only at the problem. 

"Both the media and researchers need to be aware of the role we can play in poin;ng to solu;ons and 
showing a way forward rather than just saying that everything is going to hell." 

What do you think about when you comment on a climate change report? 

"I think a lot about conveying a bleak message, where it looks more and more bleak in terms of achieving 
1.5 degrees and that we really need to ;ghten our belts to keep it below 2 degrees. At the same ;me, we 
see a lot of posi;ves. A lot of posi;ve things have happened on the climate side for private individuals and 
investors, and countries are sefng a net-zero target. We would never have thought that five years ago." 
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What about construc1ve journalism? 
 
Even though the climate agenda is gefng far more media coverage than before, there is not much 
construc;ve journalism to be found in the columns, according to several sources in the business 
community. 

 "There is s;ll a lot of talk about the COP (UN climate summits, ed.), the overall goals, the Climate Council, 
etc. It may well be that business coverage is more construc;ve. Maybe it is in general. I don't think the 
interna;onal poli;cal coverage is." 

However, there is some evidence to suggest that there may be slightly more construc;ve ar;cles in climate 
coverage than in the general news picture.  

The Construc;ve News Lab, part of the Construc;ve Ins;tute, is developing an algorithm that can categorize 
construc;ve ar;cles at best. A special feature from Construc;ve News Lab's data set in the fall of 2022 
showed that 30% of climate ar;cles were construc;ve, while this was true for 19% of general news. 

The study was conducted among 2000 news ar;cles from 2019 and early 2020 from the major Danish 
newspapers: Jyllands-Posten, Berlingske, Poli;ken, Informa;on, Kristeligt Dagblad, B.T. and Børsen. The 
algorithm used words like "green" and "environment". 

But when the press write about companies that work with responsible business conduct, it can end up with 
a single spotlight on that company without pufng the story into the larger context and providing an overall 
strategic perspec;ve, says Lise Kingo. She misses the link to the strategic and the perspec;ves on the world 
situa;on when the more construc;ve approaches such as solu;ons come into play. 

"It would be useful for many - at least at execu;ve and board level - to be able to explain the strategic 
context in which everything is placed." 

The force of inspira1on 
 
The media's ability to create inspira;on in the business community is highlighted by many. When the media 
uncovers how the green transi;on is being tackled in a company or municipality, knowledge is spread 
among actors who probably don't talk to each other daily. This can lead to more collabora;ons or further 
development of a product, one source points out.  

"I wish the media could also be a source of inspira;on. We also need to look forward, where we are 
heading. So that it's not just about the here and now, but what kind of journey we're on. That's where the 
media can inspire us; what solu;ons, ideas, projects are being worked on and what dilemmas are involved. 
They are there. And the media can help build bridges. If we talk about food, the debate can become very 
simplified and polarized," says Hanne Søndergaard, Execu;ve Vice President, Agriculture, Sustainability & 
Communica;ons, at Arla. 

Another complaint from interviewees is that solu;on stories oden put a lot of focus on technology and 
what it can do, but that they overlook the rest of the staircase in the sustainability narra;ve; how the new 
technology was produced, how much material is used, what about the en;re supply chain for the product, 
biodiversity, and social condi;ons.  
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There is no doubt that electric cars are part of the solu;on towards a fossil-free society, but the nuances of 
the car's produc;on must be included, such as the use of precious minerals for the bajery and how much 
CO2 emissions are associated with manufacturing.  

"Of course, you can't include all aspects, you'll never get off the ramp, but the integra;on of the crises we 
have, the big agendas.... Linking biodiversity with the development of green energy and the opportunity to 
create jobs, it some;mes becomes a bit gimmick-focused, where you miss some poten;al and a 
responsibility that lies with the business community to think more broadly," says one of the largest 
companies in the country, which wishes to remain anonymous. 

Interview: A prac11oner in the green transi1on 
 
It was images from Canada that made the very young Karen Touborg join Greenpeace. Images of baby seals 
being clubbed, skinned, and led on the ice. In West Jutland, she grew up on a conven;onal pig farm in led-
wing Denmark with poli;cally ac;ve parents. With an early growing sense of the environment and nature 
around her, where it was also out of the ques;on to speak out about the chemical factory Cheminova, 
whose pollu;on back in the 80s s;ll makes headlines today. 

She calls it a ;me of change. And instead of choosing one direc;on or another, growing up made her 
curious.  

"To listen, to try to understand and figure out how to make it move forward without going hard on this or 
that," she says.  

This curiosity led Karen Touborg to take the basic part of the farmer's educa;on in high school, ader which 
she studied to become a biologist.  

The prac;cal approach from agriculture has been with her since she walked through the door at Grundfos 
16 years ago, where she translates it into strategy. Today, as Senior Director for Environment and Human 
Security Health & Safety, she helps to nuance the work with the green transi;on.  

"My work with sustainability has become more prac;cally oriented than before. When we have mee;ngs, 
I'm oden the one who pulls the 15 beau;ful slides into reality. I bring in a realism. A realism that can't stand 
alone, just like the glijery slides can't stand alone." 

How important is the prac1cal approach in the transi1on from your point of view? 

"I have no doubt that where we are now, sustainability work is becoming more and more the work of the 
rain boys, with EU legisla;on in par;cular pushing things forward. It's good because we need 
documenta;on and data, but it's also sad because we're losing our foo;ng. If we just uncri;cally use the 
templates that Boston Consul;ng or McKinsey come up with, the company risks overlooking what is 
important for our business and who we are." 

What are you worried about losing as a company? 

"Courage. If we focus so much on being able to back up our green claims with evidence, there's a risk that 
we don't dream big enough. And that if we do dream, we don't share it with anyone. I'm hearing more 
companies that won't say anything unless all documenta;on is validated by external audit firms. We s;ll set 
the ambi;ons, but we also have internal ambi;ons that we don't communicate." 

Why do you see this development? Is it a consequence of the media's focus on greenwashing? 
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"It's not just the media. It's also society, the EU and all the repor;ng requirements. The transi;on is not 
either/or. We need to get the data reported, but the pendulum has swung too far over. The media has a role 
in repor;ng on the solu;ons and so do the EU repor;ng requirements." 

What's the problem with that? 

"There will be a lack of role models and we will slow down the transi;on. Instead of having someone to look 
up to, it will be small steps." 

What is your experience of the media's use of construc1ve approaches today? 

"You see very lijle of that. It would be great if we could get to the story of someone who has screwed up, 
here's what they're going to do to fix it and a benchmark of how others are doing it. Or the story of 
someone who's doing it well, someone who tried but didn't have as much success." 

"We've been talking about linking sustainability to the business model for many years, but what does that 
look like? What does all the blah blah blah blah mean, what are the concrete cases? The media shouldn't let 
companies get away with showing some glitzy slides. Instead, ask what it looks like on the produc;on floor, 
what does a business model really look like, how do you calculate it? How do you find the CO2 emissions if 
a produc;on moves from Denmark to Serbia, where the energy mix is super black, what do you do then?" 

What does it take to get beEer climate coverage? 

"I miss the perspec;ve. What can be the solu;on to a bad story, what have others done?" 

The act of balance 
 
While there may be more construc;ve narra;ves in business journalism or on climate change in general, 
another important considera;on is whether the media is keeping the right propor;ons in its coverage and 
selec;on of stories. 

It's a balancing act between cri;cal, inves;ga;ve, and solu;on-oriented journalism. Being the cri;cal 
watchdog while poin;ng out poten;als and opportuni;es. The reality of the green transi;on is new to 
everyone, one of the respondents points out. It's a long haul where business actors need to be adaptable 
because much of the work is uncharted territory. 

"This should also be reflected in the coverage, which is very much characterized by what's fun, quirky and 
new instead of what really majers. What has the reach, pa;ent owners, perspec;ve, and economics to 
make us believe it will succeed?" 

"I would also like to see journalism take a breath and say, what's really important here." 

At the same ;me, several point to more focus on the documenta;on for a new technology or a company's 
work to reduce the impact. In many cases, the documenta;on is not yet available, but in the coming years, 
more projects will have data that is crucial for the media to scru;nize. 

Agriculture, like other industries, is facing a major transi;on in food produc;on. This year, the commission 
that has been working on recommenda;ons for a carbon tax on the industry since 2021 should come up 
with these. 

In recent years, CO2 taxes have created waves against the green transi;on in the Netherlands and other 
European countries. A backlash that also appeared in Denmark in early summer 2023, when truckers 
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demonstrated against a new road tax based on a truck's CO2 emissions and blocked highway exits. An 
electric solu;on is s;ll not sufficiently developed for trucks for the switch to make sense, is one of the 
arguments for the protests.  

A landscape with the risk of increased divisions between for and against ini;a;ves in the name of the 
transi;on places even greater demands on the emphasis and, not least, nuance in the press. Arla, one of 
Denmark's largest food companies, finds that the media portrays the conflict between meat and vegetables 
more harshly than necessary. 

"The bajle between things on the plate is not necessary. But it can be celebrated a bit, and I don't think 
that leads to progress. It makes my husband think, wow, I can't be in that. Then he gives up. We must be 
careful that people don't stand because they get ;red of the bajle between one extreme and the other. 
And it doesn't have to be that extreme," says Hanne Søndergaard, Execu;ve Vice President, Agriculture, 
Sustainability & Communica;ons, at Arla. 

It can also be between city and countryside. The city dweller thinks that the farmer pollutes, while people in 
the countryside think that the ci;es pollute.  

”In reality, there is probably something that needs to be worked on in both places. It's very unfortunate to 
fan the flames of this conflict. Because this (the green transi;on, ed.) is something we need to work on 
together. Otherwise, we won't succeed." 

On the ques;on of balance in coverage, sources also point to the dynamics when a company presents 
something new within climate and environment. It may be a new goal or ini;a;ve where a company needs 
to be "armed to the teeth", one of the big players in the field points out.  

"Of course, it's the media's role to check whether it's true, but I some;mes think there's a bit of a 
dispropor;on." 

"If you don't s;ck your nose in, you can live a somewhat quiet existence, con;nue to smear or greenwash. 
So, there's something really exci;ng about that propor;onality. Also from a societal perspec;ve, whether 
you actually punish those who actually try, whereas those who maintain business as usual get a free pass 
because they just keep quiet or communicate to selected contexts." 

The risk of losing inspira1on 
 
One of the major agendas in the coverage of business transforma;on is greenwashing. It is important to did 
into companies' statements about their efforts to transform their business and verify that they are 
marketed correctly to consumers. Examining the many promises, ambi;ons, and concrete ini;a;ves and 
ensuring they are not exaggerated, protects consumers from being misled. 

In 2019, the Consumer Ombudsman received 16 new complaints in this area. In 2022, the number 
increased to 95 complaints from both private individuals and organiza;ons such as Greenpeace and the 
Danish Consumer Council Think.  

The complaints have affected several of Denmark's largest companies such as Arla and Danish Crown, while 
car manufacturers such as Mercedes and BMW also have complaints handled by the Consumer 
Ombudsman. This development is being followed closely by the press, and it is necessary, several of the 
voices from the business community emphasize. But at the same ;me, they raise concerns about the 
consequences of the coverage. 
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That fear can lead to green hushing, where companies no longer dare to put themselves forward. According 
to several sources, as has also been uncovered in the press, companies are already holding back today. 

"I'm scared shitless that people don't dare to come forward with the good stories that could inspire others. 
It's not the same as not covering if someone is greenwashing. But many people are afraid of being caught in 
a corner of 0.1% of a company that behaves properly and being shamed for it," points out Anders Brix, 
Chairman of the Board at Palsgaard. 

He emphasizes that the media should of course be cri;cal. But that there may be a need to properly check 
up on a case and whether it is "fair to run it with the breaking news bar, or should you make a story that 
describes where there is room for improvement." 

Arla is one of those who are far more careful about communica;ng about the green transi;on. This is 
especially true when it comes to reducing the impact from suppliers, which is in scope 3. For most 
companies, the emissions in scope 3 are the largest and by far the most difficult to work with, because a 
change is dependent on other actors.  

"We're going to go full speed ahead with that part. But we can't avoid being a bit cau;ous about talking 
about it. So, you can't really learn from us in the public sphere. And that's a shame. It's not just because you 
must learn from us. But our opportuni;es to learn from others are also limited. We must find our way 
behind the scenes, and that's a shame," says Hanne Søndergaard from Arla. 

Spot on the processes  
 
Danish climate ambi;ons require poli;cal ac;on. And ambi;ons, plans and agreements are con;nuously 
being presented within wind, future energy islands, being able to convert renewable energy to green fuels 
via power to x, while the waste sector and several other sectors must also be transformed. 

But why are the processes moving so slowly, asks several sources for this report. Several call for even more 
cri;cal journalism on what is described as the lack of ac;on or known as the many processes that surround 
the work to slow climate change from a poli;cal perspec;ve.  

Others call it realism. Whether it is possible to capture CO2 from, for example, industrial plants and store it 
in old oil fields in the North Sea. Or whether wind turbine manufacturers are even capable of delivering on 
the high ambi;ons for offshore wind presented by the government. 

"Why is it so slow in the Ministry of Climate and Energy when everyone knows that we need to get started. 
Why waste ;me? Perhaps there are good reasons, but there are no explana;ons as to why it takes so long 
to tender the energy island or the next offshore wind farm." 

"Can you challenge the administra;on to think more innova;vely?" 

Interview: Part of the core 
 
Camilla Haustrup Hermansen is Deputy CEO and co-owner of the more than 100-year-old family business 
Plus Pack, which produces packaging for the food industry. The company works to create solu;ons that can 
be part of the future circular system for packaging, so that plas;c and other materials can be reused. Plus 
Pack's ambi;on is to transform the packaging industry and deliver 100% recyclable packaging made with 
zero CO2 emissions. 
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According to the CEO, the biggest barriers to achieving this ambi;on are structural, e.g., lack of 
infrastructure to recycle plas;cs in Europe, lack of implementa;on of poli;cal promises and lack of demand 
for truly circular packaging solu;ons such as reusable solu;ons. 

What role do you see the media playing in the green transi1on? 

"The role of the media in the green transi;on should be the same as with everything else. A cri;cal 
watchdog, and it's certainly my experience that many media outlets are. That said, I no;ce that Børsen, for 
example, with their various supplements, are good at highligh;ng the opportuni;es and poten;als that lie 
in businesses inves;ng in the transi;on. And this is posi;ve, because I believe it can help promote the 
overall business community's interest in doing more and ensuring compe;;veness in the markets of the 
future," she says.  

"Many consumers and end-users, we all read 
the media, so all the stories that puncture the 
poten;al of the future also contribute to 
crea;ng uncertainty. Some;mes I can feel that 
as an enthusias;c advocate, not only in my 
own company as co-owner and CEO, but also in 
other contexts, I can be a lijle affected when 
this happens. For example, it may well be that we don't have the structures and systems we should have 
today. But that shouldn't stop us from inves;ng in products that can be part of the systems of the future, 
which we must assume will be built. For example, the recycling streams that we are very concerned about." 

How are you affected?  

"When there is cri;cism that recycling will become more expensive because consumers have to pay higher 
waste bills in the municipali;es, that is correct. It's not free to implement structural changes in society, and 
the media must present this as the cri;cal watchdog. And they must also be cri;cal of poli;cians delivering 
on the poli;cal promises and visions they adopt. But I hope that consumers don't get ;red of the process." 

"Media coverage is a balancing act of being a cri;cal watchdog, poin;ng out the holes in the cheese and at 
the same ;me poin;ng out poten;als and opportuni;es. I think that a newspaper like Børsen does a really 
good job in this area. Also, Poli;ken." 

How is that balancing act today? 

"I find it difficult to take an overall view because I'm so involved in it that I like the nuances. That you have 
the balance that yes, the world is changing, it always has, but what can we do about it? That there is a 
weigh;ng of solu;ons that can be made and then informa;on, which we all need ader all. I think there is a 
lot of disaster coverage when I turn on the airwaves. That's the way it is, but I'm not sure that being hit by 
one disaster ader another triggers us humans to do more or something else. It may be too abstract for 
many to relate to." 

"Another leg is all these good stories about how local ci;zens take the ini;a;ve for small or big things that 
can bring people together, such as climate marches, etc. It's typically local newspapers that pick up on this. I 
think a lot of people are doing a good job. But I'm delighted when the media takes a swipe at poli;cians 
who sit on their hands, and there's not enough focus on the implementa;on of poli;cal agreements, such 
as green tax reform." 

“Media coverage is a balancing act of being a cri;cal 
watchdog, poin;ng out the holes in the cheese and at the 
same ;me poin;ng out poten;als and opportuni;es.” 
- Camilla Haustrup Hermansen,Deputy CEO and co-owner, 
Plus Pack 
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What do you miss in the coverage of the business community's green transi1on? 

"I miss the focus on those who are succeeding with the green transi;on. Locally, there are so many 
companies that succeed in many things and can point to the future and could ajach some hope and 
confidence to it. So, it's not just doomsday stories and poli;cal cri;cism, which I'm a big advocate of. I think 
it will create a sense of hope in the popula;on, so that people don't give up and lose faith." 

Camilla Haustrup Hermansen points to the example of following a package through the en;re system. What 
is it turned into ader use? 

"The few ;mes I've seen such stories, there's been a good response and people have understood how it's 
connected. So, I miss the link between the subject, the individual, and the company that facilitates it and 
the structural aspects of society. Gefng it in and filling the real broadcast space is a piece of work you have 
to pursue so that it's not an add-on that's on the side, but that it's right at the heart of the coverage." 

"You can equate it to the csr-report, which has long been an appendix to the management report in the 
annual report, as long as it is, it's not part of the core. And it should be." 

Where does the media stand on construc1veness? 
 
Throughout history, different journalis;c concepts have ebbed and flowed. In the late 19th century, Danish 
journalist and editor Henrik Cavling was the main thinker in Denmark behind a more ac;ve journalism that 
moved away from simply describing and presen;ng developments in society, but also wanted to help solve 
problems or point to solu;ons.  

According to a paper by Peter Bro, media researcher and rector of the journalism program at SDU, Cavling 
proclaimed that "journalism has placed its banner on both poles of the globe, and one might think that 
there was now no new land for it to win. But ac;on-journalism opens new and unlimited territories. A 
modern newspaper, which might righuully say that no aspect of humanity is foreign to it, can find new 
assignments everywhere".7 

Cathrine Gyldensted and Ulrik Haagerup have each worked to develop the principles of construc;ve 
journalism. Gyldensted studied posi;ve psychology at the University of Pennsylvania, and her results 
showed that the classical version that focused on the nega;ve aspects of the story tended to depress the 
respondents. Instead, Gyldensted - in line with what she had learned by way of her studies – called for 
journalists to focus more on “posi;ve, inspira;onal and solu;on-based news”, Peter Bro writes in his paper 
“Construc;ve Journalism proponents, precedents and principles” from 2019. 

He points to the fact that movements during the history of journalist history have characters that align with 
the principles in construc;ve journalism e.g., peace journalism, public and solu;ons journalism. All 
concepts that during ;me faded again and this could be a risk for the construc;ve journalism as well, Peter 
Bro has stressed. There need to be a strict defini;on, which might not be the case now. 

“(…) as the history of journalism has shown ajempts to keep defini;ons open run the risk of making 
enemies out of both cri;cs and supporters.” 

However, several European media are working strategically with the construc;ve movement. And it also 
seems to be the case when zooming in on the coverage of climate change. Recently the European 

 
7 “ConstrucGve Journalism proponents, precedents and principles” by Peter Bro, 2019 
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Broadcas;ng Union, EBU, an alliance of public service media, published the report “Climate Journalism that 
Works – Between Knowledge and Impact” building on more than 40 qualita;ve interviews and 
conversa;ons with media leaders, researchers, and other experts. 

According to one of the findings climate protec;on needs to inspire ac;on.  

“Today’s journalism focuses mostly on drama, omissions, and failures. Construc;ve and solu;ons journalism 
provide a way forward,” the researchers write.8 

Lessons from newsrooms  
 
Newsrooms across the world, like The Guardian, Bloomberg News, and the Norwegian na;onal broadcaster, 
NRK, have all changed their coverage of climate change and are experimen;ng with how to handle the beat 
in a bejer way. 

In general, more reporters are covering the topic, and it seems slowly to be seeping from climate desks to 
other desks in the newsroom according to the report from EBU. 

But there is s;ll a lot to be done. The ques;on is whether surveys reflect the real situa;on in newsrooms 
today. The authors behind the report point to the fact that more than 60 percent of media leaders from 53 
countries who in December 2022 were asked to do a self-assessment stated that their organiza;ons were 
doing a good job covering climate change. 

About half of the 275 respondents reported they had installed a climate team, and one third confirmed they 
had a climate strategy in place. However, when the researchers had individual conversa;ons with the media 
leaders, they “are a lot less bullish”, they write.  

“Many editors, even those who take the topic very seriously, struggle to iden;fy what doing a ‘a good job’ 
on climate coverage really means. And taking a closer look, holis;c climate strategies which deserve that 
label are rare,” it says in the report. 

The change requires a great deal of effort from the media, as well as training, educa;on, investment and 
possibly a new mindset.  

The examples 

In 2020, the Norwegian public service media NRK established a new strategy when they realized that the 
“normal” coverage didn’t work for their audience. Their feedback showed that their audience wanted 
ar;cles about climate, but they didn’t read them.  

NRK reorganised its newsroom with two climate desks: one with a news-focus in Oslo and the other with a 
longer view situated in Bergen. They reset their climate coverage based on three principles: explain, engage, 
and create credibility. 

It is a difficult beat to cover as it is enormous as a field. It could be easy to expect from the climate team to 
cover everything that has to do with the planet gefng warmer, environment, nature and even animal 
rights, says Climate Editor Hans Cosson-Eide. But that would not lead to a bejer coverage. The climate desk 
therefore selects five to six themes to follow every year. 

 
8 “Climate Journalism that Works – between knowledge and impact”, p. 152. 
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“Without a systema;c approach and a team covering it together, it was based on personal ini;a;ve from 
reporters. Although stories of course were wrijen with the best intent, our climate journalism was to some 
extent too driven by reports published by interest organiza;ons or actors in the field that contacted us. We 
wanted to take a step back from that and try to define news coverage on our own premises,” he says. 

He points to the fact that climate change rarely is breaking news and therefore a fantas;c opportunity to 
work on own projects and find stories that the journalists and media house find relevant to the green shid 
and the public debate.  

“That we take editorial ownership of it and find solu;ons and cases that fit into that story is important for 
editorial integrity.”  

This means, among other things, that fewer stories are produced, but stories that are more engaging to 
readers. The strategy has had a "huge impact online in numbers" according to Hans Cosson-Eide. 

“It is hard to measure, but when we measure the reach of the stories, we make on climate change on 
average over ;me and compared to other themes like poli;cs, foreign affairs, and the war in Ukraine, if 
anything there is more interest in climate stories.” 

Would you say that you have moved away from the more drama1c journalism and into more nuanced? 

“Yes, but not forgefng the seriousness of the situa;on. When the IPCC report came out last year it is the 
gold standard of research on this. It is prejy dark, and we have to cover it in that way. We can write about 
solu;ons, but even that is fairly depressing. We 
need to take that severity seriously and then look 
at what can we do about this and to what extent.” 

At the Swedish media company Bonnier, which 
either owns or co-owns many publica;ons in 
Sweden and several other countries, including 
Børsen in Denmark, Mar;n Jönsson, Editorial 
Development Director, is also experiencing a great 
interest in the agenda among the users of Dagens 
Nyheter. According to Mar;n Jönsson climate and science have been one of the best topics to convert new 
subscribers the last year. 

“I have heard many editors and newsrooms say that it is so hard to get people to read stories about the 
climate, and we see it the other way around. These stories get very well read, so it is possible,” he says. 

“The need to combine different perspec;ves from macro to micro, from local to global from cultural to 
business and make sure that all departments are involved is a good way.” 

For instance, the sports department is now doing more stories on sustainability, such as whether the 
Formula 1 business can be sustainable. 

“It is something that you can inves;gate from all department perspec;ves. It should not be a few reporters 
in a corner of the newsroom doing it; it should be something that affects everyone.” 

“I have heard many editors and newsrooms say that it is so 
hard to get people to read stories about the climate, and 
we see it the other way around. These stories get very well 
read, so it is possible.” 
- Mar;n Jönsson, Editorial Development Director, Bonnier 
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Interest in climate and environmental journalism is also high at The Guardian. Environmental journalism 
converts new supporters at a higher rate than any other subject or theme according to Mark Rice-Oxley, 
Execu;ve Editor for supporters. 

“Readers feel this journalism is vital and important, and they want to make a difference - and suppor;ng 
journalism that they believe in is something they can actually do,” he says.  

Just like The Guardian, Bonnier has changed its vocabulary from “climate change” to “climate crisis” a 
couple of years ago.  

It is important to have the correct language in the coverage of climate change, but without falling into the 
trap of false balance or “he said, she said” representa;on, which has been a point raised by several media 
outlets. Pufng a climate denier up against a climate scien;st simply doesn’t make sense.  

However, it is not a duty for the media to report on the climate and nature crisis to "save the planet", 
according to an interview source from a Nordic business media outlet. But just like digitaliza;on, climate 
and the green transi;on is a big macro-economic global trend. 

Is solu1ons-journalism the cure? 

NRK has implemented construc;ve journalism in its strategy, and the broadcaster believes that construc;ve 
journalism should strengthen and develop democracy through, among other things, dialog, democra;c 
debate, solu;on-oriented journalism, nuanced news, and explana;on.  

Several of the sources for this report believe that construc;ve approaches are necessary in the mix of 
journalis;c coverage along with cri;cal and inves;ga;ve journalism.  

But whether solu;on-oriented journalism is the solu;on to gefng more people to engage with the material 
is s;ll ques;onable. 

The Guardian, interna;onally recognized for its coverage of the climate crisis, led the project "The Upside" 
from 2018 to 2021 with "journalism that seeks out answers, solu;ons, movements and ini;a;ves to address 
the biggest problems besefng the world", as the newspaper put it.  

Today, when the newspaper asks readers what they would like more of, a significant number s;ll point to 
"less gloomy". According to Mark Rice-Oxley, who led "The Upside" and is now Execu;ve Editor for 
Supporters, the environment desk is a very solu;ons-oriented desk. But there are caveats. Bad news is s;ll 
"the bread and bujer." 

”For example, our piece about the change in the Gulf Stream almost caused the internet to explode. 
However, ar;cles with hope and solu;ons are also very popular,” he says. 

According to him it is difficult to prove that construc;ve or solu;ons-oriented journalism is the cure for 
news avoidance. Nothing in the data from the newspaper suggests that.  

“Be careful about surveys. People say they want something and then their behavior show something else. 
But the tendency to avoid news tells us that we are not gefng the mix right.” 
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According to research from the Reuters Ins;tute, audiences say they want solu;ons and hope in journalism. 
The problem might be that they're not quite familiar with the concepts. But in general, they are interested 
in news that isn't all nega;ve. 

From Mark Rice-Oxley's chair, it's cultural, and it takes ;me to “change the culture in a newsroom and of a 
genera;on”.  

At the same ;me, there is the risk of presen;ng a solu;on as something that is easy and thereby signaling 
that the climate and nature crisis is not that serious ader all, Hans Cosson-Eide from NRK points out. It is 
oden difficult to prove or document that a solu;on can meet the goals in the Paris Agreement. 

“I think that the ques;on of construc;ve climate journalism is quite difficult and something we struggle a 
lot with. We do want to incorporate some solu;ons and hope as well to our journalism, but in the false-
balance way there is a risk of presen;ng this as something that is easy to solve and not so serious ader all, 
because we have all these solu;ons as carbon capture and storage.” 

An important element 
 
At Dagens Nyheter, the construc;ve approach has not been the standard prac;ce. Mar;n Jönsson points 
out the discussion about the need for posi;ve repor;ng in order to combat issues like news avoidance or 
reaching the news outsider. He men;ons that ini;a;ves focusing solely on posi;ve repor;ng seldom have 
been successful. However, construc;ve repor;ng is a different approach. 

“If we inves;gate areas where we have problems in Sweden from housing-situa;on, young people finding a 
place to live, problems with gang shoo;ngs; construc;ve examples from other countries, where this has 
been handled in a good way, are always well read. They reach out to the audience in a very good way. To 
have a pressing issue, being able to show ways of handling it and have evidence that things have worked, 
those stories are very important to do. That has been part of our natural newsroom-strategy the past two 
years.” 

Do you think you will do more construc1ve journalism the next five years in terms of climate journalism? 

“Yes, I think so. Especially an area such as explanatory journalism will be much more important to do on 
different plauorms as social medias. I think that kind of fact-based explanatory tools that we can use lead to 
a more construc;ve perspec;ve is very important. It avoids the bias, which I think is important in order to 
do more construc;ve journalism, but it also takes us away from the some;mes-nega;ve spiral of the news 
cycle,” Mar;n Jönsson says: 

“Construc;ve elements are very important. We must move from just repor;ng the facts and the severity of 
the situa;on to a more transi;on-based coverage. But in that coverage, it is also important to keep a cri;cal 
mind to it. When we cover a COP-mee;ng, a poli;cal ini;a;ve, or a business ini;a;ve, I think it is more than 
ever a job to make sure that they are scru;nized and say, how is this leading to progress. The strategy is to 
not fall into the trap of just repor;ng what they are saying and doing, but really explore the effects of what 
they are doing.” 
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An important point from the sources is to treat climate change and the green transi;on like any other topic. 
To conduct cri;cal, inves;ga;ve, perspec;ve, and solu;on-oriented journalism. In this way, it becomes 
compelling journalism.  

“If the story is good, there will be no problem in gefng people to read it. But if you become too technical 
or too limited, it is the same story as reaching the audience in other areas, where you don’t do the right 
kind of repor;ng.” 

From a business perspec;ve there is no interest in hearing about companies explaining they did something, 
but how much did it cost, how many years will it take to pay this up, the upfront investment etc. to make 
the piece and the work with the transi;on legit, the source from the Nordic business media underlines. But 

the need from the audience is there. 

“We know that despite being familiar with 
the issue of climate change most people fail 
to act on that informa;on; so is the solu;on 
to keep feeding them the informa;on they 
already have or is the solu;ons to give them 
the tools to act on the informa;on.” 

“Companies know this. You can say: it is important, it is important. They know that. But you also need to 
give them the tools to act.”  

To be or not to be ac1vis1c 

Should media play a more ac;vist role in the biggest story ever? For many, the answer is a clear 'no'. 
Journalism cannot be ac;vism. Iben Maria Zeuthen, who sent the email to DR's Director General about 
having a much more serious coverage of the climate crisis, has emphasized to B.T. that her call for a specific 
coverage does not go against the journalis;c principle of objec;vity.  

"The crisis is so big that we need to reassess what journalism is. It has always been the role of journalism to 
tell under-told stories. This is my way of telling it,” she said. 

Nevertheless, there are lots of examples of ac;ve journalism throughout history where opinions have been 
expressed or campaigns for a special case have been led by the media. 
 
According to climate-adviser Wolfgang Blau, news organiza;ons must include in their ethical code how to 
delineate between journalism and ac;vism and thereby develop a shared language to discuss this whenever 
conflicts appear.  
 
In 2020 the Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter invited Greta Thunberg to edit a paper about climate with 
no views, only facts. It required a delicate balance which led to concerns both internally and externally. 
Mar;n Jönsson, news editor at that ;me, believes that they managed to handle “the dilemma of repor;ng 
together with a well-known ac;vist, without becoming ac;vists ourselves”.  

“Construc;ve elements are very important. We must move 
from just repor;ng the facts and the severity of the 
situa;on to a more transi;on-based coverage. But in that 
coverage, it is also important to keep a cri;cal mind to it.” 
- Mar;n Jönsson, Editorial Development Director, Bonnier 
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“If you have engaged writers, who believe very much in the severity of the situa;on and are extremely 
interested in the green transi;on, we must constantly work with them to make sure that they are not 
perceived as ac;vists. We must make sure that we have good editorial governance,” says Jönsson. 

At Dagens Nyheter, the coverage of climate change has grown in recent years, with both the number of 
journalists and editors increasing. According to Mar;n Jönsson, this an indirect way of pushing the agenda 
because the media outlet chooses to priori;ze this topic over others.  

Both The Guardian and NRK also avoid the ac;vist concept but point out that media must remain a bas;on 
of accuracy and reliability for everyone to engage with. It needs to enable people to make decisions and 
have an opinion and to present answers to dilemmas that enabling the audience to par;cipate in the public 
debate. 

“That is how far our role can go,” says Hans Cosson-Eide. 

“For us there has been a very clear line with ac;vism. We can have events; we can engage with our 
audience. We can also have a goal as climate journalists that more people are concerned about this, read 
about it, and take it into their daily choices in elec;on etc. But beyond that I think ac;vism is something else 
than journalism that other people must deal with. If we did, it would poten;ally hurt the integrity and 
trustworthiness of our repor;ng, which is always going to be the most important thing for us as a public 
broadcaster.” 

Marc Rice-Oxley agrees.   

“We don't just want to preach to the converted, we want to reach out to those who are unconvinced, and 
the way to do that is via facts and good repor;ng, not emo;on and ac;vism.” 

10 take aways  
 
The cri)cal coverage 

When other agendas such as corona, the war in Ukraine or whether Prime Minister Meje Frederiksen is on 
her way to NATO, coverage of climate change and the green transi;on must be maintained.  

Media must do more to pressure-test the realism of the green transi;on. This applies to both business and 
poli;cal ambi;ons. Cri;cal journalism is essen;al to ensure that ambi;ons and goals from leaders, 
companies and others are not just empty words. 

Making the green transi)on concrete 

Coverage of the climate and green transi;on is oden too technical and lody to understand for the average 
reader who does not work with the subject. The green transi;on needs to be made more concrete and 
simpler, which is a challenge because the area is so complex.  

When a journalist has been working in an area for a long ;me, there is a built-in risk that we expect 
everyone to know the lingo such as, what IPCC stands for, and the difference between 'weather' and 
'climate'. And they don't.  

Therefore, it is crucial that the media con;nues to explain what the different terms and concepts mean and 
to get the stories down to the level of abstrac;on. 

The construc)ve approach - flip the narra)ve 
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To re-engage with the audience, we need to learn about and test climate solu;ons from entrepreneurs; 
hear how ci;es try to overcome the threat from rising sea levels; and frame some of the benefits from the 
green transi;on, such as healthier lifestyles, and maybe a new way of thinking about the economy. 

When a problem is well-documented, the media should turn to the solu;on and further inves;gate whether 
this could be any help in fixing the problem.  

"I miss the focus on those who are succeeding with the green transi;on. Locally, there are so many 
companies that succeed in many things and can point to the future and could ajach some hope and 
confidence to it," says Camilla Haustrup Hermansen, CEO and co-owner of Plus Pack. 

A solu;on should be described in as detailed a way as possible. This will make it possible for companies or 
consumers to learn from the story. Maybe it could lead to new partnerships and increase the pace of the 
transi;on. Focus should be on the how and the perspec;ve: is the solu;on scalable. How big a difference 
could it lead to in the big picture? 

Stories about climate are oden rooted in the rapid decline of our planet. But one doesn’t have to use that as 
an angle every ;me. The problem does not always have to be the angle: try to rethink the story. Who is 
working with a solu;on that can inspire others? 

Perspec)ve 

Perspec;ve is crucial in press coverage. Pufng a development or ambi;on into a larger perspec;ve is a 
standard part of the curriculum for journalists. However, several sources in the report encourage journalists 
to keep this in mind when wri;ng ar;cles about a company or a development. For example, the role of a 
major Danish company on a global scale, as Arla encourages. Or the Danish role in renewable energy. 

“We would wish that the media would do a lijle more to understand the impact we have as a big company. 
It is big. Of course, you must be cri;cal of us, but at the same ;me the media can inves;gate what the 
companies can do and how we can achieve it. The transi;on must to a large extent be lided by the 
companies,” says Hanne Søndergaard, Execu;ve Vice President, Agriculture, Sustainability & 
Communica;ons, hos Arla. 

Propor)ons 

It can be difficult for the media to figure out whether a poten;al solu;on in the green transi;on is really as 
good as the sender claims. And the balance in selec;ng the right stories is crucial.  

Today, several "fun" or "quirky" ini;a;ves may be gefng too much coverage, according to several sources 
for this report, who urge keeping in mind reach, owners' pa;ence, perspec;ve, and the economics behind 
it, i.e., the propor;ons. 

Another point is to remember the coverage of companies that don't come forward with ambi;ons, targets, 
or new projects. The ques;on is whether it's too easy to "fly under the radar" if you don't speak up. 

Spotlight on processes 

There is a need for even more scru;ny of what is preven;ng the green transi;on from moving faster than it 
is today. What happens in administra;ons, agencies, and municipali;es when companies come up with 
plans for solar cells or other renewable energy sources? Can the media challenge us to think more 
innova;vely? 
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The risk of losing inspira)on 

Greenwashing, where companies, poli;cians or others oversell their work on green transi;on and climate 
change, is a major issue in several European countries. Exposure of corporate greenwashing is crucial, but 
industry sources warn that fear is already deterring more people from sharing their work. However, there is 
no clear answer to how the media can address these fears, but a star;ng point is to be aware of the 
reac;on and keep asking companies about their ambi;ons and the work with the green transi;on. 

Lessons from newsrooms 

Media outlets should broaden the coverage of climate to more than just one science or climate desk. The 
topic should be the lens through which all journalism is seen. They should develop a strategy for the media 
and a guide to how to report.  

In 2020, NRK established a new strategy when they realized that the “normal” coverage didn’t work for 
their audience. The newsroom was reorganized with two climate desks: one with a news-focus and the 
other with a longer view. They reset their climate coverage based on three principles: explain, engage, and 
create credibility, and today select five to six themes to follow every year. The strategy has had a “huge 
impact online in numbers” according to Hans Cosson-Eide, climate editor, NRK. 

The false balance 

Media need to be careful with false balance. Science has no doubt: climate change is happening because of 
human ac;vity. Media should think about sources and the journalis;c reflex of finding opposing voices and 
seeking conflict.  

The press is not here to convince people that climate change is real. “There is a growing audience out there 
who have moved past the debate of whether or not we should care about climate change, but just want to 
know what's being done to solve it,” said Sharon Chen, Managing Editor, Bloomberg Green, at a seminar in 
November 2022. 

How to fix the normal reac)on 

Three barriers help our brain ignore climate change: Distance, doom, and iden;ty. To solve the distance 
reporters, need to make the climate crisis feel local - what does rising temperatures mean in a very local 
sefng? The simplest psychological defense mechanism is displacement, which oden will happen in terms 
of doom and stories about destruc;on and poten;ally death. A part of the solu;on is to show opportuni;es 
and hope and remembering the nuances. When part of our lifestyle is being cri;cized - maybe for ea;ng 
meat or flying - it feels like our iden;ty is threatened and therefore we turn away. Journalism can remind 
the audience that the world is entering a new face with e.g., renewable energies, maybe healthier lifestyles 
etc. 
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